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Abstract

As wearable cameras become more popular, an important question emerges: how to identify camera wearers within the perspective of conventional static cameras. The drastic difference between first-person (egocentric) and third-person (exocentric) camera views makes this a challenging task. We present PersonEnvironmentNet (PEN), a framework designed to integrate information from both the individuals in the two views and geometric cues inferred from the background environment. To facilitate research in this direction, we also present TF2023, a novel dataset comprising synchronized first-person and third-person views, along with masks of camera wearers and labels associating these masks with the respective first-person views. In addition, we propose a novel quantitative metric designed to measure a model’s ability to comprehend the relationship between the two views. Our experiments reveal that PEN outperforms existing methods. The code and dataset are available at https://github.com/ziweizhao1993/PEN.

1. Introduction

Egocentric (first-person) computer vision has received increased attention in the last few years, propelled by new large-scale datasets [16, 41] and expanding capabilities of Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) technologies [1, 26, 51], including devices such as head-mounted displays and smart glasses. Egocentric vision research includes a wide variety of problems such as action recognition [43, 48], view synthesis [13, 29, 30], and temporal alignment [43, 53].

In this work, we consider a relatively underexplored task: identifying and segmenting people wearing first-person (egocentric) cameras. Specifically, our objective is to identify and segment camera wearers given a third-person view of a scene and several first-person views indicating their identity, synchronized with the third-person view, as depicted in Fig. 1. This task is important for many applications in which multiple first- and third-person cameras are in the same environment. For example, in immersive teaching environments using virtual reality, a teacher may need to promptly identify a student encountering a question within their view. Similarly, in security scenarios, identifying a police officer in a surveillance camera becomes crucial when their body camera detects anomalies.

While prior studies [14, 52] have explored related topics, our task is different from them in several ways. First, the camera wearer’s appearance is usually the key evidence [7, 54, 57]. First, the camera wearer’s appearance is not visible within their own field of view (FOV). Second, the camera wearer’s limited, forward-facing viewpoint may not align with the exocentric camera’s FOV. In addition, the presence of the camera wearer in the third-person view introduces occlusions, further complicating the extraction of shared visual cues.

Figure 1. Problem definition: Given a third-person (exo) view and one or more first-person (ego) views synchronized with the third-person view, the objective is to predict the segmentation masks of the camera wearers associated with the egocentric views.

*These authors contributed equally.
the preceding frame (referred to as the “pre-mask”) as well as motion information in both the first-person view and the third-person view in the form of optical flow. We find it unrealistic to assume access to such information in many real-world scenarios. This could be due to various reasons, such as the unavailability of this information due to occlusions or privacy concerns, the high cost of storing and accessing this data, or the need for the model to run fully autonomously.

Second, prior work [14, 52] uses body-worn cameras as “third-person” views. However, this does not accurately reflect the characteristics of real-world third-person cameras, which typically have the capability to view an entire scene from a higher vantage point.

Third, our research focuses on scenarios where multiple camera wearers are present in the same scene. This requires that our model not only identify who wears a camera but also associates the camera wearer candidates with their respective first-person views.

Modern computer vision backbones, such as Vision Transformer (ViT) [11] and Swin Transformer [32], have demonstrated the capability to effectively memorize the patterns of camera wearers appearances, scene backgrounds, and other cues in the third-person view. Consequently, as we show, they can predict the identity of the camera wearer in the largest existing dataset for this task (IUShareView [52]) without relying on the first-person view, which should be impossible. This suggests that the model is overfitting to the third-person input. This observation emphasizes the need for both a more complex and challenging dataset and a method for quantifying the extent to which a model uses information from the egocentric view, or conversely, how much it overfits to the third-person input.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We present a new dataset, comprising synchronized first-person and third-person views, accompanied by masks corresponding to each camera wearer and other actors. Our dataset surpasses the current state-of-the-art by two orders of magnitude in terms of the total number of frames and masks. Additionally, it is much more complex in terms of actor interaction and the average number of actors present in each scene.
- We introduce a novel quantitative metric (EgoRate), designed to assess the degree to which a model leverages information from the egocentric view.
- We propose a novel model that not only outperforms prior work and baseline methods but also achieves a higher performance on our introduced quantitative metric.

2. Related Work

Joint first and third video understanding. There has been significant progress in bridging the gap between first-person (egocentric) and third-person (exocentric) video understanding. Several studies have focused on relating visual representations across these two views to enhance various tasks. Interesting work includes considering both first- and third-person views for understanding human actions [5, 15, 43, 46, 48, 49], generating first-person video sequences from third-person views [13, 30, 31], temporal alignment to identify the corresponding frame in different views [43, 53], and retrieving the correct exocentric video given an egocentric video query and vice versa [6, 39]. Work in robotics [27, 35] has investigated integrating egocentric and exocentric views to identify “action possibilities” in objects and to enable precise robotic manipulation, while [10, 50] study pose estimation that uses cross-view information as a guide. Other work includes summarizing first-person videos from third-person views [25], using third-person data to improve egocentric vision models [28], and using the predicted region of attention (ROA) of both first- and third-person videos to guide co-segmentation [56].

Person identification and segmentation has been studied using both egocentric and exocentric views, such as cross-view matching involving a top-view camera [2–4, 18, 20–22]. This camera setting provides less appearance information but offers a better angle to overlook the entire scene. Our research builds upon the task of identifying camera wearers in a side-view third-person camera, as initially introduced in [14, 52]. Fan et al. [14] take into account both spatial and temporal information from both perspectives and create a joint embedding space from first- and third-person matches. Xu et al. [52] introduces a segmentation task and runs person identification and segmentation concurrently. Our methods overcome their limitation of requiring information from past frames. In addition, we enhance the framework to accommodate multiple camera wearers simultaneously in the same third-person view.

Cross-view matching. Cross-view matching involves aligning and identifying the corresponding elements between different perspectives to improve spatial understanding. Recent work has revolutionized feature point matching with Graph Neural Network (GNN) and attention mechanisms. SuperGlue [40] employs GNNs in processing keypoint descriptors from dual images, enhanced with positional encodings to distinguish similar patterns. LoFTR [44] utilizes both self-attention and cross-attention to update cross-view features, with additional improvements introduced by [9]. Meanwhile, [8, 42] focus on improving efficiency, while [12, 45] attempt to bridge the gap between dense and sparse methods. GlueStick [38] jointly establishes correspondences between points and lines. In our work, we choose GlueStick as the matching model between first- and third-person views due to its superior performance when compared to other available methodologies.

Egocentric and exocentric datasets. Ego4D [16] captures a wide range of daily activities around the world, enriched with densely narrated videos and a variety of annota-
Figure 2. Overview of the PersonEnvironmentNet (PEN). Given a first-person (ego) view and a third-person (exo) view, the personal branch analyzes the relationship of individuals. Concurrently, the environmental branch utilizes a matching model to understand geometric cues. Finally, the outputs from the individual and environmental branches are integrated through feature fusion. The final score is a numerical value ranging from 0 to 1, indicating the confidence score that the candidate mask is associated with the query first-person view.

3. Methodology

Given the first-person (egocentric) view of one or more camera wearers, our objective is to identify and segment these individuals, as observed by a third-person camera positioned to capture the entire scene. Our work differs from previous research [52] in multiple ways: Firstly, we have eliminated the dependency of the camera wearer’s mask in the previous frame (pre-mask), a condition not always met in real-world scenarios. Pre-mask also gives the model more information than necessary, given that the mask of the same person typically undergoes minimal changes between successive frames. Secondly, prior work [52] used one of the two wearable cameras as the third-person view, limiting each third-person view to only one camera wearer. In contrast, our task can have multiple camera wearers in the same third-person view. This means that we cannot rely on a simple binary classification for each person to determine if they are camera wearers. Instead, our methodology involves predicting a score for each candidate based on each first-person view. Furthermore, our third-person camera configuration more closely resembles typical real-world camera angles, offering a comprehensive overview of the entire scene.

In this section, we first introduce a two-stream baseline for this task (Sec. 3.1). Subsequently, we present a novel model: PersonEnvironmentNet (PEN), which is comprised of three modules: a personal branch (Sec. 3.2) that learns the relationship between individuals in the two views, an environmental branch (Sec. 3.3) designed to capture geometric cues in the background environment, and a fusing model (Sec. 3.4) that integrates information from the two preceding branches.

3.1. Two-stream Baseline

First, we introduce a two-stream baseline for this task. This design shares similarities with [52], but utilizes more recent, transformer-based vision backbones. This baseline allows us to demonstrate a traditional model design for this task and evaluate other methodologies without the confounding variable of backbone performance.

We apply two backbones (e.g., ViT), one dedicated for first-person input, and the other one for third-person input, as depicted in Fig. 3. We modify the first convolution layer of the third-person ViT to accept 4-channel input, as explained below.

During training, the model is given combinations of a third-person view, a first-person view, and a mask for a can-
Figure 3. **Structure and inference pipeline of the two-stream baseline.** Given a first-person (ego) view, a third-person (exo) view, and a pool of candidate masks, the model selects the mask with the lowest L2 distance between the output features.

Figure 4. **Structure of the personal branch.** Given a first-person (ego) view, a third-person (exo) view, and a candidate mask, we apply a Mask R-CNN to find individuals in the ego view and establish their connection to the candidate in the exo view.

To begin, we introduce a personal branch, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The objective of this branch is to establish a connection between the two views by identifying the individuals present in them. Our input configuration is the same as the two-stream baseline, incorporating a first-person view, a third-person view, and a candidate mask. During training, we first utilize a Mask R-CNN to generate masks and extract all visible individuals from the first-person view. Simultaneously, we use the third-person view and the candidate mask to crop out the candidate in the third-person view. Subsequently, we resize all extracted individuals to the same size and pass them through the same ViT to extract their features. We then apply a multi-head attention layer [47], which learns the relationship between the appearance of every individual in the first-person view of the camera wearer and the appearance of the third-person candidate. This mechanism effectively captures the likelihood of the candidate being able to see these individuals. The result is then fed through a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) head followed by a Sigmoid activation function. The final output is a numerical value between 0 and 1, indicating the confidence score that this candidate is associated with the queried first-person view. Finally, we apply binary cross-entropy loss (BCE loss) to the output, where a target value of 1 denotes a positive combination and 0 for a negative combination,

\[ L_{\text{BCE}} = -y \cdot \log(p) + (1 - y) \cdot \log(1 - p). \]  

In the above loss function, \( y \) denotes the target value associated with the combination, while \( p \) signifies the output score generated by the personal matching branch.

3.3. **Environmental Branch**

Considering the motion-intensive characteristics of egocentric cameras, we find it important to explore multiple sources of input. For instance, the camera wearer’s field of view may encompass only a small subset of all candidates visible in the third-person view. To augment the personal
branch outlined in Sec. 3.2, we introduce a novel environmental branch that leverages the information in the background environment from both first- and third-person views to deduce geometric cues between the two perspectives.

To accomplish this, we first apply a matching network on the two views. Specifically, we use GlueStick [38], which applies an attention-based Graph Neural Network (GNN) on a set of points, their associated descriptors, and a set of line segments connecting these points.

Subsequently, we utilize the matched lines generated by GlueStick to produce masks for both the first-person and third-person views, with the line intensity representing confidence. We also use the third-person view and the candidate mask to filter out the background of the third-person view, retaining only the candidate, as shown in Fig. 5. Then, we concatenate the two line masks and the filtered candidate along the channel dimension and apply a Vision Transformer (ViT) and a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) head with a Sigmoid activation function, similar to the structure of the personal branch outlined in Sec. 3.2. The underlying concept of this module is that the two line masks signify which part of the third-person view the camera wearer can perceive, while the filtered candidate denotes its pose and location in the third-person view. The loss function of the environmental branch follows Eq. (2), with $p$ denoting the output score of the environmental branch.

To enhance the training process, we involve the inclusion of “ghost samples” for this task. This measure is particularly important when certain candidates appear exclusively as either negative or positive candidates, where ‘always negative’ signifies a lack of an associated first-person view, while ‘always positive’ indicates that they only appear as camera wearers. Consequently, the model may learn to predict these candidates by memorizing their appearances, undermining the objective of understanding the relationship between the first-person and third-person views. To address this issue, we introduce “ghost samples” for these candidates. These ghost samples have randomly generated masks and are assigned a label of 0.5, signifying a state of neither positive nor negative. This action forces the model to learn from the environmental cues (lines) rather than relying solely on the visual appearance of the candidates, as visualized in Fig. 6.

### 3.4. Fusing Network

The two branches introduced in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3 both exhibit limitations when operating independently. For instance, the personal branch may struggle to gather sufficient information to deduce relationships between the two views when the Field Of View (FOV) of the first-person camera lacks a sufficient number of individuals. Additionally, disparities between the first-person and third-person views present challenges for the environmental branch, as matching networks such as GlueStick are designed to match views with adequate shared FOVs. However, in the case of first-person and third-person, the geometric disparity between the two views can be too significant, causing the matching network to fail. An extreme instance occurs when the camera wearer is looking in the direction of the third-person camera, resulting in a 180-degree difference and no shared FOV between the two views.

To address these limitations, we introduce a fusing network to capitalize on the information from both sources harnessed by the two branches in the PEN model. This is achieved by removing the MLP heads of the two branches, concatenating their output features along the channel dimension, and applying a multi-head attention layer, followed by an MLP head and Sigmoid activation. The final output of the fusing network is a numerical value ranging between 0 and 1, representing the confidence score that the candidate mask is associated with the query first-person view. We then apply the loss function in Eq. (2) on the output of the fusing model. A visual representation of the full PEN model is shown in Fig. 2.
4. Experiments

First, we evaluated the two-stream baseline on IUShareView [52], the previously largest dataset available for this task. We implemented the two-stream baseline with ViT backbones using the PyTorch framework [37], and we utilized pre-trained weights from TorchVision [36]. We trained this baseline on IUShareView for a total of 100 epochs, with a batch size of 32, and an empirically set learning rate of $6 \times 10^{-5}$. During inference, we provided the model with combinations of a first-person view, a third-person view, and several mask candidates provided by the IUShareView dataset. Then we selected the mask candidate with the minimal L2 distance between the outputs of the first-person stream and the third-person stream. We evaluated the performance using the accuracy metric from [52].

The two-stream baseline achieved an astounding 99.3% accuracy. However, further investigation revealed that the model did not truly capture the relationship between first- and third-person as we hoped. Instead, it achieved this high accuracy by overfitting solely to the third-person input.

In the context of this work, we define overfitting as the scenario in which a model excels on familiar data (e.g., IUShareView) but fails to generalize to new observations (e.g., real-world applications). This phenomenon often occurs when a model memorizes specific patterns or biases in the dataset, and may be challenging to detect through conventional testing methods, as the testing set may share the same dataset biases as the training sets.

To illustrate this issue, we introduce an evaluation mechanism that substitutes all first-person inputs with random tensors generated from a normal distribution. The underlying concept is that if the model had truly learned the relationship between first- and third-person perspectives, replacing the first-person input with random tensors would lead to model failure, resulting in random guesses.

Furthermore, we propose a novel quantitative metric, **Egocentric Utilization Rate (EgoRate)** to evaluate how much a model utilizes information from the first-person view,

$$EgoRate = 1 - \frac{Acc_{overfit} - Acc_{guess}}{Acc - Acc_{guess}}. \tag{3}$$

In the equation above, $Acc$ represents the accuracy of the normal test, $Acc_{guess}$ denotes the accuracy of a random guessing model, and $Acc_{overfit}$ signifies the accuracy of the model when first-person inputs are replaced with randomly generated tensors.

Essentially, **EgoRate** quantifies the extent to which performance improvement, when compared to random guessing, can be attributed to the model’s understanding of the connection between first-person and third-person views. To clarify, let’s consider two extreme scenarios.

- In the case of a model that entirely overfits on the third-person input, meaning that it can identify the camera wearer in the third-person view without utilizing any information from the first-person view, its overfit accuracy matches the normal accuracy, resulting in an EgoRate of 0. This indicates that the model’s performance is solely achieved by overfitting on the third-person input.

- Conversely, if a model fully leverages the relationship between first-person and third-person perspectives, its overfit accuracy drops to random guessing, leading to an EgoRate of 1. This suggests that the model’s performance can be entirely attributed to its comprehension of the link between these two views.

Therefore, EgoRate serves as a valuable metric for quantifying the model’s ability to comprehend the relationship between first-person and third-person viewpoints, instead of overfitting on third-person input only.

4.1. Dataset

The two-stream baseline was able to achieve a 99.3% accuracy on the IUShareView [52] dataset due to both the high performance of the Vision Transformer (ViT) backbone, and the limitation of size and diversity of the IUShareView dataset. To address this, we introduced a novel dataset, TF2023, and primarily conducted the evaluation of our proposed model (PEN) on this new dataset.

**IUShareView dataset** was released in [52] as the largest dataset for the first-person and third-person cross-view matching and segmentation problem. It contains 1824 pairs of cross-view synchronized images for training and 580 pairs for testing.

**TF2023 dataset** was collected and annotated by us with the aim of better understanding the cross-view relationship in egocentric videos. The actors and scenes were carefully partitioned into training and testing sets, ensuring that no camera wearer appearing in the training set appears in the test set. Moreover, the scenes in the testing set differed from those in the training set. For TF2023, we collected and annotated 208,794 pairs of cross-view synchronized images for training and 87,449 pairs for testing.

On average, each scene in TF2023 featured 4.29 actors in the third-person view, surpassing the average of 2.18 actors in IUShareView. Furthermore, TF2023 included more complicated participant interactions including puzzle games and presentation scenes, in contrast to the predominantly eating and chatting activities in IUShareView. We believe that the increase in both scale and complexity will make TF2023 particularly valuable for training and evaluating cross-view matching problems in the egocentric vision community, especially when utilizing larger models.
4.2. Experimental Results

Setup
We conducted evaluations of our model (PEN) on our proposed dataset, TF2023. We implemented our model on PyTorch, and all ViTs in our model utilized pre-trained weights from the torchvision library. All experiments were conducted on a single Nvidia Tesla V100s 32GB GPU.

Our training process comprised multiple stages. Initially, we fixed the ViT backbone of the personal branch and trained the multi-head attention layer and MLP head for 3 epochs. This phase was conducted with a batch size of 32, and we used the AdamW optimizer [34] with a learning rate of $6 \times 10^{-5}$. Subsequently, we unfroze the ViT backbone and continued training with the same hyperparameters for an additional 30 epochs.

Next, we trained the environmental branch for 30 epochs, using a batch size of 64 and the AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of $6 \times 10^{-5}$.

Finally, we froze both the personal branch and environmental branch backbones and conducted fine-tuning of the self-attention layer and MLP head for 30 epochs with a batch size of 64 and the AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of $5 \times 10^{-6}$.

To evaluate the effectiveness of each methodology, we employed two metrics: Intersection over Union (IoU) and Accuracy (Acc) of the mask. For the purpose of our evaluation, a mask is considered accurate if the IoU value surpasses 0.5. In contrast to prior study [52], we used Mask R-CNN [24] to generate a pool of potential masks rather than relying on a set of ground truth masks provided by the dataset. This choice resulted in an overall reduction in the numbers across all methodologies, given that Mask R-CNN’s segmentation results may miss or over-segment candidates. Nevertheless, we adopted this evaluation approach as it better simulates real-world scenarios where perfect segmentation is unattainable.

Specifically, we utilized a pre-trained Mask R-CNN with a score threshold of 0.9 to generate a pool of candidate masks for evaluation. The pool of candidate masks is shared for all evaluated methods to ensure fairness.

Comparison with other methods
Given the novelty of our research question, we were unable to identify any existing state-of-the-art method for direct comparison. The most closely related method we found is the “third-first” model introduced in [52]. The third-first model was designed to perform both segmentation and identification given the ground truth mask in the preceding frame (referred to as the pre-mask). For the purpose of our evaluation, we excluded the segmentation branch of the third-first model, as it relies on the availability of the ground truth pre-mask. Furthermore, it is rare for the mask of the same candidate to change significantly between two consecutive frames. Nevertheless, we adopted the third-first model as a baseline by modifying its identification branch to accept the candidate mask from the current frame as input, allowing it to predict whether it corresponds to the first-person view.

We also compared our model against the two-stream baseline introduced in Sec. 3.1, using two backbones: Vision Transformer (ViT) [11] and Swin Transformer [32]. Since our model (PEN) does not contain a two-stream structure, we utilized Binary Cross-Entropy loss (BCE loss) instead of the contrastive loss used in the third-first model [52] and the two-stream baselines. To verify that the observed performance improvement was not solely attributed to this change in the loss function, we also adjusted the two-stream baseline model to utilize BCE loss. This was achieved by concatenating the output from the first-person stream and the third-person stream, followed by attaching an MLP head with Sigmoid activation. We implemented a random guess model by randomly selecting a candidate mask generated by a pre-trained Mask R-CNN as output.

The evaluation results on TF2023 are presented in Tab. 1. To provide a more comprehensive assessment, we also extended our experiments to include the IUShareView dataset. As shown in Tab. 2, the two-stream baseline demonstrated
that a high accuracy can be achieved by overfitting on the third-person input. PEN was able to achieve similar performance while maintaining a high EgoRate.

### 4.3. Ablation Studies

Tab. 1 illustrates the effectiveness of each module within the PEN model. Both the personal branch and the environmental branch demonstrate a significant improvement in both IoU and Acc performance, compared to the baselines. Furthermore, we observed a further enhancement in performance when these two branches were combined via the fusing network. Additionally, as depicted in Figure 7, adding the environmental branch to the personal branch proves effective, especially when the number of visible people in the first-person view is low.

Our evaluation also includes the evaluation of three fusion methodologies: self-attention fusing, concatenate fusing, and add fusing. The latter two methods were implemented by concatenating or adding the outputs of the two branches before the MLP head. As shown in Tab. 1, the variation in performance across these methods is minor, indicating a consistent enhancement in performance through the fusion of output features from the personal and environmental branches. We selected the self-attention fusion approach as our final design, due to its superior performance during our evaluation.

The impact of incorporating ghost samples during the training of the environmental branch is presented in Tab. 3. Compared to conventional training, the inclusion of ghost samples did not yield substantial improvements in IoU or Acc. However, it led to a significant increase in the EgoRate metric, affirming its effectiveness in discouraging the model from overfitting on third-person input.

### 5. Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the challenge of identifying and segmenting camera wearers in a third-person view, given their associated first-person views. We introduced a novel dataset, TF2023, comprising synchronized first-person and third-person frames, segmentation masks for all individuals in third-person frames, and labels associating them with the first-person frames. Compared to previous datasets, TF2023 is larger in terms of the number of frames and masks, while also containing more complex scenes and interactions.

Furthermore, we proposed a new quantitative metric, EgoRate, designed for assessing the model’s tendency to overfit on third-person input.

In addition, we presented a novel method that integrates information from two sources: a personal branch dedicated to matching the individuals in the two views, and an environmental branch focusing on geometric cues. Our evaluation showed our proposed method outperformed previous state-of-the-art on both TF2023 and existing dataset, while also exhibiting a higher EgoRate.
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7. Details of the TF2023 dataset

7.1. Collection Setup

Recruitment. We recruited a total of 21 participants as actors for the TF2023 dataset. All of the recruited participants were university students and over 18 years old at the time of recording. The study protocol was reviewed and approved by our Institutional Review Board (IRB).

Hardware. For data collection, we utilized Yi Action Camera as first-person camera and the built-in camera of a MacBook for third-person camera. The recording resolutions were set at 1080 × 1920 and 720 × 1080 for first-person and third-person views, respectively, capturing video at 60 and 30 frames per second (FPS).

Activities. The participants were given instructions to perform various common social interaction activities. Examples of these activities include playing puzzle games, giving presentations, discussing questions on a whiteboard, and taking snack breaks. Typically, one individual wearing the first-person camera took a central role in the interaction, while the other camera wearer did not. For instance, in a presentation scenario, one camera wearer would play the role of the presenter, and the other would act as one of the observers. Recording locations encompassed both indoor and outdoor settings, including labs, classrooms, houses, and walkways. To enhance diversity, participants were also instructed to wear different outfits if they appeared in multiple scenes.

7.2. Post processing

We collected a total of 35 videos, with durations ranging from 5 to 9.5 minutes each. Frame extraction was performed at a rate of 5 frames per second, the same as IUShareView [52]. Each frame consisted of one third-person view, synchronized with two corresponding first-person views. Additionally, the third-person view contained 3-6 segmentation masks, each associated with labels denoting person IDs. An illustrative example is presented in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

All of the frames in TF2023 were hand-labeled by our annotators. We used a script that allowed the annotators to propagate masks from the preceding frame and then make adjustments. Subsequently, two members of our group conducted a comprehensive quality control check on all annotated frames. We accepted the annotations only when both members confirmed the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>IUShareView</th>
<th>TF2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of frames</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>49860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egoview-mask pairs</td>
<td>2404</td>
<td>296243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of actors</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. actors per scene</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Quantitative Comparison: IUShareView vs. TF2023. Egoview-mask pair is the basic unit we used during training, previously referred to as "combination" in section 3.

Figure 8. Sample scenes.

7.3. Comparison with IUShareView

A quantitative comparison between TF2023 and IUShareView is shown in Tab. 4. In addition to the increase in dataset size, TF2023 also introduces notable enhancements.

Firstly, each third-person view in TF2023 is paired with two synchronized first-person views, an increase from one in IUShareView. This modification aims to mitigate model bias towards camera wearer behaviors (For instance, camera wearers’ views usually feature more movement). By having two camera wearers in each scene, the model is forced to focus on the task of relating the first-person view to the third-person view rather than learning binary classification based on camera wearer patterns.

Secondly, TF2023 features more complicated actor interactions compared to the predominantly eating and chatting scenes in IUShareView. In addition, we allowed all actors to move around the environment instead of being stationary.

Furthermore, in TF2023, we carefully partitioned the training and testing sets such that the same scene does not appear in both sets, and an actor does not appear in both sets as a camera wearer.
Figure 9. **Annotation samples.** For each frame, our annotators created segmentation masks for all actors in the third-person view. Each segmentation mask is labeled with a personal ID number to denote its alignment with the first-person views. In this illustration, the masks associated with the first-person views are highlighted in blue.

Figure 10. **Annotation samples.** Annotation samples of another scene, the annotation logic is the same as Fig. 9.
Figure 11. Dataset samples (Third-person views)

Figure 12. Dataset samples (First-person views)